Abstract. In text-based image retrieval, the Incomplete Annotation Problem (IAP) can greatly degrade retrieval effectiveness. A standard method used to address this problem is pseudo relevance feedback (PRF) which updates user queries by adding feedback terms selected automatically from top ranked documents in a prior retrieval run. PRF assumes that the target collection provides enough feedback information to select effective expansion terms. This is often not the case in image retrieval since images often only have short metadata annotations leading to the IAP. Our work proposes the use of an external knowledge resource (Wikipedia) in the process of refining user queries. In our method, Wikipedia documents strongly related to the terms in user query ("definition documents") are first identified by title matching between the query and titles of Wikipedia articles. These definition documents are used as indicators to re-weight the feedback documents from an initial search run on a Wikipedia abstract collection using the Jaccard coefficient. The new weights of the feedback documents are combined with the scores rated by different indicators. Query-expansion terms are then selected based on these new weights for the feedback documents. Our method is evaluated on the ImageCLEF WikipediaMM image retrieval task using text-based retrieval on the document metadata fields. The results show significant improvement compared to standard PRF methods.
Introduction
The volume of online images has been expanding at an increasing rate in recent years. Searching for interesting and useful images from among the enormous number of images available generally relies either on content-based image retrieval using visual image features or text based search using text queries to search for images based on textual annotations of the images. Often it is difficult to find a sample image to use as a query image for visual search, and thus the text-based method is often the most commonly used by search engine vendors such as Google, Bing and Yahoo! . Where high quality detailed annotations are available, the text-based method can be very effective. However, annotations are unfortunately often found to be noisy or incomplete, e.g. Picasa 1 , Flickr 2 . The annotations are generally provided by those contributing the images who often only provide very brief or sometimes inaccurate details. These issues of poor image annotation can greatly affect image retrieval effectiveness based on textual metadata. Without complete textual description of an image, it is difficult to reliably match the image with text queries, since relevant images may not contain useful annotation terms. Thus is is not possible for the retrieval system to return the relevant images with high accuracy. We refer to this effect as the incomplete annotation problem (IAP) in image retrieval. An example of this problem is shown on the left of Figure 1 which is an image example from Wikinews 3 . Compared to the text version of same content, there are many fewer terms used to describe content of the image in the annotation.
In ad-hoc information retrieval (IR) tasks, a popular method to address the more general problem of query-document mismatch is query expansion (QE). This seeks to add terms to the user query which will match with terms appearing in relevant documents. Standard QE methods can also be applied to improve retrieval effectiveness in image retrieval. In our research, we aim to address the question: is standard QE the most suitable method to address the IAP problem in text-based image retrieval? Classical QE methods greatly depend on the target collection to provide useful terms for QE. The IAP problem means that the assumption that the target collection provides enough information for feedback in image retrieval may often be violated. We propose that an effective solution to IAP for image search could be the introduction of an external resource in the feedback process. Furthermore, since the search query in image retrieval is usually a noun phrase for which there is a high chance that Wikipedia contains specific articles to describe it, Wikipedia is a suitable external source for QE in image search. In our work we refer to Wikipedia articles which directly describe the contents of a user query as definition documents (DDs). Based on this analysis, we propose a definition document based relevance feedback (DRF) method for text-based image retrieval task.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 overviews background and related work to our investigation; Section 3 presents our DRF method including identifying DDs using query key terms, feedback document weighting and feedback term selection; Section 4 describes our experimental setup and results, this compares standard PRF methods based on the target annotated search collection, external PRF which conducts QE on the external resource collection, feedback term selection from DDs only and our DRF method; and finally Section 5 gives conclusions and directions for further work.
Background and Related Work
The IAP problem in text-based image retrieval task is typically addressed by relevance feedback (RF) approach [1] . One standard approach to RF is QE where terms from top ranked documents from an initial search are added to the original query before performing another search run. A popular method of RF is pseudo relevance feedback (PRF) where top ranked documents are assumed to be relevant without being judged by the searcher. PRF via QE traditionally focuses on selecting expansion terms from top ranked documents from an initial retrieval on the target document collection. In recent research however, with the rapid growth of the web and other electronic document resources, QE from external resources has received increased attention. This approach, the initial retrieval run is carried out on an external corpus, and feedback terms are then selected from the top ranked documents in external corpus. The new expanded query is applied to the target corpus to conduct the final retrieval run. These research topics are strongly related to our query reformulation method for image retrieval tasks.
Various techniques and resources have been investigated for RF using external resources in existing work. Elsas et al. [2] utilize the link structure of Wikipedia for QE in a Blog distillation task and yield significant improvement for retrieval effectiveness, this work also showed that standard PRF does not perform well in a Blog distillation task. Yang et al. [3] classify user queries into three types: entity queries, ambiguous queries, and broader queries. In this work, for entity queries expansion terms are selected only from an entity page in Wikipedia. Their experiments show improvement on several TREC evaluation tasks. Yin et al. [4] compare two QE methods from an external resource, one selects QE terms from user search query logs, the other method selects feedback terms from snippets gathered from search engine output results. Their results show that the snippet approach was more effective. Kwok et al. [5] use a technique of collection enrichment for QE which is essentially QE from an external resource. Their system performs between 9% to 26% better than the initial retrieval as measured using mean average precision (MAP) as reference. Xu et al. [6] identify an entity page and reformulate the query with phrases from the entity page in Wikipedia. Their results show improvement in several TREC evaluation tasks compared to a language modelling IR baseline. Weerkamp et al. [7] explore different ways of using external corpora to expand the original query in a Blog post retrieval task. They achieve their best results when using external expansion on a combination of news, Wikipedia and blog posts. Custis et al. [8] apply language modelling keyword search augmented with Berger and Lafferty's (1999) translation model for QE to formulate three QE methods using word co-occurrence statistics from a large external corpus and user clickthrough data. Results show that QE using the translation model is effective for retrieval in the legal domain. Weerkamp et al. [9] propose a generative model for expanding queries using external collections in which dependencies between queries, documents, and expansion documents are explicitly modeled. Results using two external collections (news and Wikipedia) show texternal expansion for retrieval of user generated content to be effective. Hersh et al. [10] expand the query from web pages online in a genomic IR task. Our own previous work [11] reports initial experiments on QE from Wikipedia for a text-based image retrieval tasks, and shows improvement compared with the QE from the target corpus. We extend this earlier work in this paper.
Definition Documents based Relevance Feedback
In this section, we introduce our definition documents (DDs) based RF method. This method utilises DDs identified by key-term title matching to re-weight the feedback documents. Our document-based relevance feedback (DRF) algorithms consist of the following steps as shown in Figure 2: 1. The user query is applied to Wikipedia to conduct an initial retrieval run to produce a ranked list; 2. The user query is applied to the top ranked documents retrieved in stage 1 to conduct key-term title matching to find the DDs for this query; 3. The DDs identified in the second stage are used as indicators to compute the similarity score with the top k ranked documents from the initial retrieval run in stage 1 by the Jaccard coefficient; 4. The similarity score from DDs is used to form a new weight for every feedback document; 5. Feedback terms are selected from the feedback documents from stage 2 with new associated weights; 6. The new query updated with feedback terms is applied to the target search collection to carry out the final retrieval run.
In the following subsections, we introduce the standard PRF method used in our work in subsection 3.1, then the key-term title matching method is described in subsection 3.2, and the feedback term weighting method is addressed in subsection 3.3.
Pseudo Relevance Feedback
PRF is the standard method used for QE. It has been found to improve average search effectiveness in many ad-hoc text search tasks. Equation 2 is a typical method for selection of feedback terms in PRF [12] .
where r is the number of top-ranked feedback documents which contain the term t and RW (i) is computed using Equation 1 where N is the total number of documents in the corpus and n is the number of documents where the term t appears. R is the number of known relevant documents for a query. Another simple version for PRF is Equation 3 where idf can be computed using Equation 4 .
idf (t) = log N n (4)
Identifying Definition Documents by Key-term Title Matching
In this section, we address the problem of how to find the DDs for a query. For a query, some documents very strongly related to the query can be found in Wikipedia, we can refer to these documents as "relevant" to the query in the sense that they essentially describe one or more concepts contained in the query. For example, given a query "Ferrari" a Wikipedia DD will appear among the top ranked list after a prior retrieval run. Figure 3 illustrates an example user query with a DD in Wikipedia. Since exact DDs may not be found for all queries, our DRF method allows a more relaxed matching approach in these cases. We use a partial matching approach with regard to Wikipedia documents in top ranked documents from the prior retrieval whose title contains the key term of the user query as the DD of this query. Given a query Q: {q 1 ,q 2 ,...,q m } and a document D with title T: {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t n }, the key term q k of the Q is the term with highest idf score given by Equation 4 . Document D whose title contains q k is called the DD of query Q. There may be more than one DD for a given query in Wikipedia. We use the idf values of the terms in the target collection to identify the key term in the query.
Feedback Term Weighting
Our RF method is built on the simple version of PRF in Equation 3 . In Equation 3, PRF assigns all the top documents from the prior retrieval the same importance, which is usually not actually true. This is built on the assumption that the top k feedback documents in the prior retrieval are all relevant to the query. Of course, this assumption is generally not true for most retrieval tasks.
When some DDs have already been identified by title matching, we assume those feedback documents which are similar to the DDs have a higher probability of providing useful external knowledge to the query. The similarity of the feedback documents and the DDs is computed using a pairwise method using the Jaccard coefficient in Equation 5 where V i , V j is the vocabulary set of document i and j [13] .
By knowing which document is more useful to the query, new document weights are assigned to the feedback documents using Equation 9. DDs are used as indicators for the top-ranked feedback documents in the prior retrieval as shown in Equation 7 . For each feedback document, we have an initial retrieval score for query S i . We normalize the scores into the range [0, 1] using Equation 6 .
In Equation 7 , J is the set of all DDs and j ∈ J; sim(D i , D j ) is the similarity score of document i for DD j calculated using Equation 5; S nm (j) is the normalized retrieval score of DD j; sim(J) avg is the average similarity score for all definition documents J with all feedback documents;
Before combining these scores into the final weight score for a feedback document, G(i) is normalized into the range [0, 1] using Equation 8 where G max and G min are the highest and lowest G(i) scores calculated using Equation 7 for all feedback documents.
where S nm is the average normalized retrieval score for all the feedback documents. α and β are parameters to adjust the rating system (α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0). In Equation 9 , the new weight of a FD is combined from two parts: one is the average normalized retrieval score which is identical for every FD; the other is from the rating scores of different DDs. If we set β = 0 and α = 0, our method automatically falls into the simple version of PRF method; if we set β = 0 and α = 0, the weights of FDs are all decided by the rating scores of the DDs. With the new weights for the all feedback documents in the prior retrieval, the top feedback terms are selected using Equation 10 where r is the set of feedback documents which contain term t.
Experimental Setup and Results
In this section, we describe our experimental setup and results. The data and retrieval model used in experiments are described in subsection 4.1, while the manual evaluation of precision of DDs is described in subsection 4.2. The effect of parameter setting on DRF and PRF is presented in subsection 4.3, with results of comparing DRF and PRF in subsection 4.4, and a comparison with our method of selecting feedback terms only from DDs in Section 4.5. 
Experimental Setup
In this section, we describe our experimental setup. Experiments were conducted using the collection from the ImageCLEF WikipediaMM 2008 and 2009 tasks. The corpus is taken from the (INEX MM) Wikipedia image collection and includes 151,519 images [14] . Every image is associated with a metadata file. These metadata documents are typically very short, meaning that there is a high chance of IAP problems in this collection. All our experimental results are based on the 120 official queries in this collection. Another important resource we use is the English Wikipedia abstract collection (DBpedia) including 2,452,726 documents which is used as the external resource for QE. We chose the English DBpedia collection as the external resource for QE in this study since: 1) the DBpedia dataset contains only the abstract documents of Wikipedia terms and so contains less noise than full articles; 2) the DBpedia corpus covers many topics which holds the promise that we can find relevant documents for a large number of queries. The average length of data are shown in Table 1 . We use the Okapi BM25 model in the Lemur toolkit 4 for retrieval tasks.
Evaluation on Definition Documents
Our DDs are selected by key term matching from document titles. A further question in this process is how good are DDs as indicators for feedback? We manually evaluated the DDs for the official queries from WikipediMM tasks. These DDs are selected from the top 30 Wikipedia documents in the prior retrieval run. In Table 2 , DDs with "total match" means those DD's with titles which exactly match the query terms after removal of stop words. We also manually evaluate the relevance of the DDs with the original topics. The results are shown in Table 3 . As shown in Table 3 , all the total match DDs and most partial match DDs are relevant to the original topics. The results indicate that DDs are a good feedback source for text queries in image retrieval. 
Parameters Setting
To find suitable parameters for our DRF method for Equation 9 , several combinations of α, β values were tested in our experiments as shown in Table 4 . Firstly we set α = 1, the results show that larger values of β give better results; secondly we set β = 1, the results show that smaller α gives better results. From Table 4 , we can see that α = 0 and β = 1 gives the best result in our experiments. In Table 4 , the number of feedback documents is 30 (a higher number than is typically used for standard PRF, but is more effective when using DBpedia) and the number of feedback terms is 10 (a typical value for QE using PRF).
To further investigate the impact of parameter setting, we compare the performance of DRF on external resource (Run: DRF) to the PRF on external resource (Run: PRF2) and PRF on target annotation collection results (Run: PRF1) with different parameter settings. On the left side of Figure 4 , the number of feedback terms in all Runs is set as 10; on the right side, the number of feedback documents in all Runs is set as 30. As shown in Figure 4 , DRF outperforms PRF1 and PRF2 when the number of feedback documents is larger than 15, where the number of feedback terms is fixed at 10; DRF outperforms PRF1 and PRF2 for all choices of number of feedback terms for a fixed number of feedback documents. Table 5 shows results comparing DRF, PRF1 (baseline Run) and PRF2 with their best performance. The results in Table 5 indicate that PRF from DBpedia achieves higher retrieval effectiveness than the baseline based on the criterion of MAP. Furthermore, DRF outperforms PRF for all retrieval criteria. A paired t-test was applied to compare MAP for PRF2 and DRF (p = 0.0069 < 0.05; significant improvements are indicated by * in Table 5 ). Comparing the DRF method with PRF on the target annotation collection, the result gains 11.67% in terms of MAP.
Comparing DRF with PRF

Comparing DRF with feedback from DDs
Since DDs play a very important role in the feedback process, one question is why not directly select terms from the DDs as the feedback terms. We carry out the PRF method to select feedback terms from DDs only using Equation 3 . The results of this experiment are shown in Table 6 . This experiment shows that using DRF is more effective in call cases.
Discussion
The key issue in QE is selecting feedback terms from the top ranked documents from the prior retrieval run. As stated previously, PRF assumes that all the top ranked documents are relevant, which will generally not be true. The identified relevant documents from Wikipedia help to judge which documents are more relevant to the query. Our results show that the DRF method can be effective for queries for which the DDs can be found in Wikipedia. However, feedback terms selected from non relevant documents can introduce a query drift problem for in the QE process.
Our results show that directly selecting feedback terms from DDs only does not perform better than our proposed method. The main reason for this is the fact that the number of DDs is very small and cannot not provide enough information in the feedback process. Our term weighting method fully utilizes the characteristic of queries in image retrieval where all queries are noun phrases. We assume that it is easy to find DDs among the Wikipedia dataset for these queries. Our manual evaluation of the relevance of DDs on original topics proves that our assumption is true.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have introduced the incomplete annotation problem in image retrieval. As a solution to this, an external knowledge resource was introduced in the relevance feedback process. Comparing PRF on the target annotation collection to PRF on external resource, the external method achieves better results in our experiments. Furthermore, we presented a DD based relevance feedback method for QE from external resources. The key idea of the DRF method is to use the DDs identified from Wikipedia as an indicator to judge the quality of the feedback documents. The assumption is that the DDs provide more useful external knowledge in the process of feedback term selection. Thus combining the new weights from different rating scores, the DRF method can help to ensure that selected expansion terms from these documents with a high probability of being useful are used to expand the query knowledge, with the objective of solving the IAP problem in image retrieval. Our results show that the DRF method outperforms the PRF using the same external resource significantly. We conclude that using the DDs as an evidence to help in QE is a good direction for utilizing Wikipedia related resources in text-based image retrieval research. For future work, the DRF method will be explore for other information retrieval tasks, including those which do not suffer so obviously from incomplete annotation.
